FULL ITINERARY
OKAVANGO FOOT SAFARI - BOTSWANA
MOREMI GAME RESERVE, OKAVANGO DELTA
6 nights / 7 days
START POINT: Johannesburg, SA END POINT: Maun, Botswana
The timeless land of the Okavango Delta in northern Botswana is set deep within
the Kalahari Desert. Proclaimed as a World Heritage Site, the Okavango is the
largest inland delta in the world, and one of the most pristine wilderness areas on
the planet. A vast tapestry of waterways, lagoons, floodplains and islands support
an astonishing array of game. Our foot safari is a classic walking adventure
incorporating a permanent base camp and a mobile fly-camp. Track elephant,
lion, buffalo, wild dog and numerous antelope … a stirring experience!
DAY 1:
International flight from Johannesburg to Maun followed by an air charter to
Oddballs Enclave Camp. It’s a charming reed and tent base camp, ideally suited
for adventurous travellers … comfortable en-suite tented accommodation, a
delightful setting, great food, and above all else, a connection with the spirit of
the Okavango!
DAYS 2:5
Pole out of camp with all provisions and set up a remote fly-camp on a secluded
island in the Moremi. The two-man rip-stop dome tents with sewn-in
groundsheets include a bedroll and sleeping bag. The essence is on mobility and
traveling light, which goes some way in reaping a rewarding and significant
wilderness encounter. All meals are prepared on an open fire, and water is drawn
from the delta
With absolute flexibility, we explore the region and surrounding smaller islands on
foot or by dugout. Chief’s Island supports a rich diversity of game. Elephant are
normally encountered, and some close up contacts are predicted! Buffalo,
giraffe, zebra, antelope as well as predators such as lion and wild dog are often
sight
Tracking animals on foot is extremely exciting, and is highly recommended - we
often encounter lion and elephant on the walks. This is the essence of a mobile
trail – we are absolutely flexible according to the requirements of the party.
DAY 6:
Pole to Delta Camp, a secluded reed and thatch camp and enjoy the charming
facilities.
DAY 7:
Air charter back to Maun to connect with ongoing travel plans.

OPTIONAL MODULES THAT COULD BE INCLUDED
1. Continue to explore northern Botswana’s Linyanti and/or Chobe regions,
culminating at the sensational Victoria Falls in Zimbabwe. Time at the Falls
allows opportunities to enjoy Zambezi River boat trips & white water
rafting, adventure activities such as Devil’s Pool, game viewing, cultural
tours and of course exploring the World Heritage Site of Victoria Falls
itself.
WHAT MAKES THIS SAFARI UNIQUE?
1. A combination of secluded and intimate safari camps and unique
destinations.
2. Explore the Okavango Delta, a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
3. Using traditional dugout canoes (Mekoro)
4. Tracking big game on foot in the Moremi Game Reserve, with experienced
baYei trackers
5. Use a remote tented fly-camp as a trail base.

